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are larger a little than our Knglish henns, have long
beakes and no, or very little, Tayles. Their fethers
are like downe, and their wings so little that is not
able to support their bodies ; but they have long leggs
and will runn very fast, that a man shall not take
them, they will turnc so about the trees. They are
good meate when roasted, tasting somthing like pig,
and their skin like pig skin when roosted, being
hard.49 I see upon the Island 2 birds by a nest upon
a very high tree. They were much biger than geese
as seemed to mee, had long beakes and nests [#V,
? necks), and were of a whitish colour/*0
Here at our first going on shore into Turtle bay81
were vast numbers of Sea turtle in a creek, which at
the noise of our boat &ca. went all away, which wee
might easily have prevented, had wee suspected they
would have gone away, In that Creek is great
plenty of Fish and oysters ; Mullets the best I ever
see. The Oysters grow upon sides of rocks in
clusters,62 and are hard to be opened. Upon the
Island are aboundance of the neatest shells I ever see
and also stones* The water is exceeding good and
the air esteemd as holsome as the world affords.
The place is very pleasant for wood and now and
then plains and delicate River riming swiftly, and
birds singing pleasantly of most sorts, which having
such various notes and being such vast numbers of
them, make excellent Musick, Tis said that at some
times of the yeare, (0fe/.) January and February,
great quantity of Ambergrees is cast upon the Island,
which the hogs eat* About 25 years since the Dutch
lived here for z or 3 years.68 There are birds which
they call Boobos which sometimes light upon ships,

